is investigated. The relevance of the results to the envelope quantisation rate requhw"ne of analysisby-synthesis, multi-band excitation and sinusoidal transform COderS is Subse ¶uently d k " e d .
This paper presents new results on critical band masked distortion controlled quantisation of a linear transform representation of speech. In particular, fixed rate split vector quantisation of a critical band gain vector is investigated. While shown to be objectively significant in meeting masked distortion criteria, neartransparent quantisation of the critical band gain spectrum is nonetheless achieved at 1.75 kbitdsec. The relevance of this result is explained by a comparative ~n t e~~e t a t i~n of the parametric spectral synthesis performed by current analysis-by-synthesis, multi-band excitation and sinusoidal transform coders.
IN

UCTIBN
Improved understand~ng and exploitation of psychoacoustic criteria has become recognised as increasingly important in realising future goals for speech and audio compression El]. Noise shaping with respect to the LPC spectrum is taken into account in codeexcited linear predictive coders by 'perceptual filtering' in the analysis-by-synthesis excitation search. Adaptive postfilters 12) increase distortion masking, and have proved significant in the acceptance of low and medium rate CELP coders by standards organisations. Recent techniques for coding of audio signals directly shape the noise spectrum based on linear transform ¶ u~~i s a t i o n according to a critical band just noticeable distortion (JND) objective [3]. 'Perceptual transform coding' has been applied to audio Quantisation with respect to the critical band distortion threshold is however not explored. In this paper* new results are presented on masked distortion controlled quantisation of a linear transform analysis of speech. In particular, the performance of fixed rate vector quantisation (VQ) of a critical band power spectrum with regard to a masked distortion objective 
Discussion of Gain VQ Analysis Results
Gain option 1 with only two split vectors has poorest performance while gain option 3 gives the best equitable masking performance over all the criticd bands. Gain options 2 & 4 however, achieving higher probability of consistent masking in the lower critical bands, perform better subjectively, The lower probability (0.5-0.6) of meeting the masked distortion objective in the higher bands does not impact significantly on subjective performance. This can be explained by considering the 'meaning' of the critical band threshold. While the threshold indicates the level of narrow-band noise power that can be masked, the speech signal in higher frequency bands is typically modelled by a noise-like unvoiced spectrum. The objective noise criteria therefore appears to have limited subjective validity in the highest critical bands. Fig(3) illustrating cross-sectional plots from Fig(2) for gain option 2, highlights only marginal reduction in masking probability by halving the quantisation rate from 20 to 10 bit codebook allocations. Although the higher quantisation rate ensures consistent probability of meeting the distortion objective in the lower critical bands, the probability of unmasked distortion at the lower rate is reflected in only very slight subjective difference, the coded speech being virtually indistinguishable.Ts result is significant in that it suggests that for critical band gain information a fixed quantisation rate of 1.75 kbitdsec is sufficient to meet the distortion objective at a probability consistent near-transparent subjective quality.This value i on a 10-10-8 bit allocation to split vector 2.
FINAL DISCUSSION
The significance of this result can be explained by a comparative interpretation of the spectral envelope synthesis performed by current analysis-by-synthesis, 
